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The eigenvalues of the Dirac operator at finite volume encode whether or not chiral symmetry is
spontaneously broken in a massless theory. We apply this framework in a particular BSM con-
text, namely SU(3) gauge theory with N f = 2 massless flavors in the 2-index symmetric (sextet)
representation. Our first results are at a single lattice spacing. We find that both the density
of near-zero eigenvalues and the renormalization group invariant mode number indicate sponta-
neous symmetry breaking. Quantitatively, there is a discrepancy between the determination of the
fermion condensate in the chiral limit via the eigenvalue spectrum and the determinations from
direct measurements of the chiral condensate and the GMOR relation. We comment on possible
explanations of this discrepancy and further refinements of this study.
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1. Chiral symmetry breaking
One possible dynamical explanation for the newly-observed 125 GeV boson is a composite
Higgs model driven by an underlying strongly-interacting gauge theory [1]. Spontaneously broken
chiral symmetry in the gauge theory manifests itself via Goldstone bosons which become the lon-
gitudinal modes of the W± and Z gauge bosons. The composite scalar, a Higgs impostor, could be
a light and narrow state if the underlying gauge theory is near-conformal. The minimal realization
of the composite Higgs scenario is SU(3) gauge theory with N f = 2 massless flavors in the 2-index
symmetric (sextet) representation [2]. Perturbation theory and various approximation techniques
suggest this model is close to, or possibly in, the region of conformality. Our non-perturbative
lattice study of the mass spectrum is consistent with near-conformality and spontaneous symmetry
breaking [3], in agreement with finite-temperature studies [4] and also with a small β function of
the renormalized gauge coupling which is possibly nonzero [5]. Of particular interest is our recent
work with evidence of a light composite scalar in this model [6]. The gauge theory with this novel
fermion representation is an economic BSM theory with no extraneous light degrees of freedom.
A natural way to decide if chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken is to measure via lattice
simulations the fermion condensate 〈ψ¯ψ〉 at finite fermion mass m and find its limiting behavior
towards the chiral limit. The practical difficulty with this method is the steep mass dependence of
the condensate due to UV-divergent contributions. Even with small statistical errors, the extrap-
olation to zero mass is challenging. We have in addition used a separate independent condensate
observable from which the leading UV-divergent contribution is significantly suppressed, reducing
the mass dependence. This operator and the unmodified condensate extrapolate to the same chiral
limit as shown in Figure 1. From our simulations we find that both observables consistently in-
dicate a non-zero fermion condensate in the chiral limit and spontaneous symmetry breaking, we
wish to shore up this conclusion using other methods.
One consistency check is the GMOR relation, which connects the fermion condensate to the
pseudo-Goldstone mass Mpi and decay constant Fpi as 〈ψ¯ψ〉 = M2piF2pi /m for two flavors summed.
We show the results of our mass spectrum analysis on the left in Figure 2. The variation with mass
is less than for the directly-measured condensate, but is still sizable. A quadratic extrapolation to
the chiral limit describes the data well, which is consistent with independent fits of M2pi and Fpi .
However the extrapolated value from the GMOR relation differs from the extrapolations of the
directly-measured original and subtracted condensate. One possible explanation of the discrepancy
is that taste breaking may invalidate using the continuum GMOR relation, which could be reme-
died by implementing staggered chiral perturbation theory or by running additional simulations at
smaller lattice spacing. The chiral theory might also need to be enlarged to include the effects of
the low-lying scalar state.
2. Eigenvalues
The eigenvalues λk of the Dirac operator D are sensitive to breaking of chiral symmetry. In
finite volume V the eigenvalue density is the ensemble average ρ(λ ,m) = ∑∞k=1〈δ (λ − λk)〉/V .
The Banks-Casher relation for two flavors limλ→0 limm→0 limV→∞ρ(λ ,m) = Σ/(2pi), where Σ =
−〈ψ¯ψ〉, connects the eigenvalue density to the fermion condensate. The relation is somewhat for-
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Figure 1: (left) Chiral extrapolation of the fermion condensate and its reduced form with a subtracted derivative. The
condensate data are well described by a linear fit and higher order terms cannot be detected with significant accuracy.
(right) Magnification of the reduced condensate data. The extrapolation excludes a linear term, which is approximately
removed by the derivative subtraction, reducing the steep mass dependence. As required, the condensate and reduced
condensate give consistent values in the chiral limit.
mal, in practice the lattice volume must be sufficiently large to allow a large enough number of
small eigenvalues to emerge at small mass m. Reversing the limits and taking m→ 0 at finite V
always gives a zero eigenvalue density, regardless of whether or not the theory has spontaneous
symmetry breaking. To test the relation in its simplest form, we measure the eigenvalue density
by directly calculating a fixed number of the smallest eigenvalues for each gauge ensemble. As
the lattice volume increases, more eigenvalues must be determined to cover an appreciable range.
Because of the large numerical cost of eigenvalue determination, we select a subset of gauge con-
figurations well-separated in the Markov chain, to minimize autocorrelation effects. We use the
same gauge ensembles as were used to measure the mass spectrum. We show the eigenvalue den-
sity for the largest lattice volume 483× 96 at the lightest fermion mass m = 0.003 on the right in
Figure 2. The eigenvalue density increases slowly with λ and at this mass the ρ(λ = 0) density is
quite close to the chiral extrapolation of the directly-measured condensate 〈ψ¯ψ〉. The quantitative
effect of topology and would-be zero modes on the eigenvalue density remains to be investigated,
as well as finite-volume effects which are most pertinent at the low end of the eigenvalue spectrum.
An alternate method to extract the fermion condensate from the eigenvalue density is via the
mode number. One calculates the eigenvalues λ of the Hermitian operator D†D+m2 and deter-
mines how many eigenvalues are below some scale M2, namely ν(M,m) = V
∫ Λ
−Λ dλ ρ(λ ,m),
where Λ=
√
M2−m2. The mode number ν(M,m) is renormalization-group invariant, a new proof
of which was recently given [7]. At leading order one can define an effective fermion condensate
Σeff = (pi/2V )dν(M,m)/dΛ, which in the chiral limit yields the condensate Σ. It was shown in
N f = 2 flavor QCD simulations that the mode number has mild dependence on the fermion mass,
allowing a straightforward linear extrapolation to the chiral limit at a value of M where finite-
volume contamination was not detectable [7]. Separately it was also shown [8] that for N f = 2
flavors, the 1-loop correction to Σeff in chiral perturbation theory is zero for any choice of scale
Λ, which may explain the weak mass dependence. One possible advantage of this method is that
the mode number can be calculated stochastically for a given choice of scale M, as opposed to
3
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Figure 2: (left) The fermion condensate as determined via the GMOR relation. The blue curve is a quadratic fit of
all ratio data for m = 0.003 – 0.008, the magenta curve is a combination of separate fits of M2pi and Fpi for m = 0.003 –
0.006. (right) The eigenvalue density measured on 483×96 lattice volumes. The extrapolation of the eigenvalue density
(red) is compared with the directly measured condensate 〈ψ¯ψ〉 (blue) and the subtracted condensate (magenta) from
Figure 1.
direct exact calculation of the lowest eigenvalues [7]. The number of eigenvalues required to reach
a given value of M increases as the lattice volume increases, hence the exact calculation of the
mode number becomes ever more numerically costly with the volume. In comparison the numer-
ical cost of the stochastic method may increase more slowly with lattice volume. One advantage
of determining the exact eigenvalues is one can post hoc calculate the mode number for a range of
M values, whereas the stochastic approach described in [7] requires the value of M to be set be-
forehand and is hence less flexible. The mode number was recently used in the context of possible
BSM gauge theories to extract the anomalous mass dimension in SU(2) gauge theory with N f = 2
Dirac fermions in the adjoint representation [9] and in SU(3) gauge theory with N f = 4,8 or 12
fermions in the fundamental representation [10].
3. Results
In this first study of the mode number in the sextet gauge theory, we calculated a large number
of the small eigenvalues exactly in order to have flexibility in the choice of M. Having gained
this experience, we plan to extend the study exploiting the stochastic technique. We have a set
of gauge ensembles covering fermion masses in the range m = 0.003 – 0.008 and lattice volumes
483× 96,323× 64,283× 56 and 243× 48, where the lowest Goldstone mass reached is roughly
0.13 and the smallest Goldstone decay constant is roughly 0.04, in lattice units. All ensembles are
at the same lattice spacing corresponding to a bare coupling β = 3.20, we currently have data at
three more couplings for a future more refined analysis. We simulate using staggered fermions,
with stout smearing [11] to reduce taste breaking, the tree-level Symanzik-improved gauge action,
and the Rational Hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm [12] for N f = 2 flavors.
We show on the left in Figure 3 the mode number on a lattice volume 483×96 at the lightest
fermion mass. The lowest 300 eigenvalues were determined for each gauge configuration con-
sidered, which in this large volume extends out to a maximum eigenvalue scale M around 0.005.
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Figure 3: (left) The mode number ν as a function of the eigenvalue scale M as measured on 483×96 lattice volumes.
The region where the derivative of the mode number is used to extract the effective condensate Σeff is shown by the
red line. The derivative dν/dΛ is approximated by a finite difference between M2 and M1 centered around M. (right)
The volume-dependence of the effective condensate Σeff, extracted on all ensembles at Λ= 0.003. The data are slightly
offset horizontally for visibility.
The blue band gives the error estimate of the mode number from the jackknife method. Even
with relatively few gauge configurations, the mode number is quite accurately measured. We mea-
sure on configurations separated by 20 Molecular Dynamics time units to reduce autocorrelation.
Motivated by the leading-order linear relationship between Σeff and ν , we define the effective con-
densate via the derivative dν/dΛ, which we approximate with finite differences around the central
value. Deviation from linearity would reflect the increase in ρ moving away from λ = 0. The
choice Λ= 0.003 is convenient for all ensembles as being in the central eigenvalue region, neither
too close to the maximal M value due to the finite number of eigenvalues being calculated, nor too
close to the lower end of the eigenvalue spectrum. The location Λ = 0.003 is shown on the left in
Figure 3 as the red line where the derivative is calculated.
We repeat the analysis for each ensemble at the value Λ = 0.003, the results are summarized
on the right in Figure 3. At three values of the fermion mass m, there is good consistency in
the determination of Σeff from different lattice volumes, an empirical indication that the physical
volume is large enough to allow a non-zero density of small eigenvalues to emerge. For further
analysis, we treat the value of Σeff on the largest lattice volume at each fermion mass as being the
infinite-volume result. As shown on the left in Figure 4, we find the data can be described quite
well by linear mass dependence. The extrapolation gives a value for the fermion condensate in the
chiral limit which lies between those obtained from the direct measurement of 〈ψ¯ψ〉 and from the
GMOR relation. We can also compare the data with an expansion in the fermion mass from chiral
perturbation theory. The analytic result from Osborn et al [13] is
Σeff
Σ
= 1+
Σ
32pi3NFF4
[
2N2F |Λ|arctan
|Λ|
m
−4pi|Λ|−N2Fm log
Λ2 +m2
µ2
−4m log |Λ|
µ
]
(3.1)
where the scale is set by µ = F2Λ2mom/2Σ and Λmom is the momentum cutoff (the term pi3 as above
is a correction). In the special case NF = 2, there is no Λ correction in the limit m→ 0. As we
show on the right in Figure 4 the chiral form appears to describe the data quite well, with a roughly
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linear dependence in this mass range, where the values of F and Σ are taken from the simulation
results. We do not discuss here the issue of renormalization.
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Figure 4: (left) A linear extrapolation of Σeff in the fermion mass m, using the largest volume determination at each
mass. The extrapolation gives Σ = 0.00831(38) in the chiral limit with χ2/Ndof = 7.1/3. The fermion condensate
values extrapolated from direct measurement of 〈ψ¯ψ〉 and from the GMOR relation are included for comparison. (right)
A comparison of the mass dependence of Σeff with chiral perturbation theory.
4. Refinements and outlook
The numerical cost of exact eigenvalue calculation grows too quickly with the lattice volume to
allow significantly increasing the maximum value of the eigenvalue scale M beyond what we show
here. Hence the systematic effect of the choice of Λ on the determination of the fermion condensate
cannot be tested this way. We are currently testing a new generalization of the stochastic method
with complete flexibility in the choice of scale.
One possible explanation for the disparity between the various determinations of the chiral
condensate in the massless limit is taste breaking inherent at finite lattice spacing. This can be
accounted for in staggered chiral perturbation theory as outlined in [14] by inclusion of the lead-
ing order taste-breaking operators. Alternatively, running additional simulations at smaller lattice
spacing would probe the magnitude of cutoff effects. Another possibility is that the simulations
are at too large fermion mass for chiral perturbation theory to be applicable; for example the decay
constant Fpi changes significantly over the mass range shown here. In addition, in these simula-
tions the composite scalar is as light as the Goldstone bosons, perhaps requiring chiral perturbation
theory to be extended to include the effects of this new light degree of freedom.
The ensembles we use in this analysis are in the p-regime, where the system is essentially at
infinite volume. An alternative method is to simulate the theory in the ε- and δ -regime, where the
fermion mass is chosen small enough such that the infinite-volume Goldstone bosons are much
lighter than can be accommodated in the available finite volume. One can tune the infinite-volume
Goldstone bosons to be lighter than the composite scalar, which is likely to be frozen out, simplify-
ing the analysis. In this regime, the low-lying eigenvalues have a characteristic dependence on the
fermion mass and volume which allows the infinite-volume condensate Σ to be extracted. Alterna-
tively one can work directly with the SU(2) rotator spectrum. We previously explored the ε-regime
6
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for SU(3) gauge theory with N f = 4 and 8 flavors in the fundamental representation [15], show-
ing that the eigenvalue distributions supported both theories having spontaneous chiral symmetry
breaking. A necessary ingredient in this approach is to calculate separate gauge ensemble averages
for each topological sector. We previously studied the topological properties of the sextet theory,
such as the index theorem, over a range of lattice spacings in the quenched approximation [16].
The topological behavior in the p-regime and its relationship with the low-lying eigenvalues also
remains to be fully explored in this model.
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